PROMOTION MEN’S FITNESS

SEE YOURSELF

ON TV

The mirror that becomes a wall-mounted
TV at the touch of a button
At first sight Mirror TV looks just
like a mirror. It has a slim profile and
a wide choice of frames to suit
any surroundings. Then you hit the
remote control and suddenly it’s not a
mirror – it’s a flat-screen TV.
It shows a pin-sharp picture from
its built-in TV tuner, satellite, cable,
DVD or external PC. It can even have
its own built-in multimedia computer,

so you can access emails or internet,
play MP3 audio or MPEG video files,
or go large on your favourite games.
Switch it off and it’s a mirror again.
Mirror TV is available with 20”
to 55” Hitachi plasma or LCD
screens, from £1,456+VAT.
For more information contact
MirrorMedia on 0870 386 6333 or
go online to www.mirrormedia.com.

Small

Miracle

With the ARCHOS AV 500 Mobile DVR you can record
your favourite TV shows and watch them on the go
It may be pocket-sized, but the ARCHOS AV 500 Mobile DVR is hugely talented.
With it you can record directly from your TV or DVD and play it back on the
4-inch colour screen. The AV 500 comes with either 30GB, 60GB or 100GB, and
the largest storage size will allow you to store up to 400 hours of video, 250
movies or one million photos.
Thanks to the integrated scheduler, you can plan your TV programming in
advance and the AV 500 will automatically control your TV or satellite receiver to
record the programme with crystal clear quality and stereo sound. Or you could
attach the AV 500 to a digital camcorder and shoot up to 12 hours of personal
videos. Or why not store up to 55,000 songs?
The options with the AV
500 are endless. It
really is the ultimate
entertainment
centre for the man on
the move. To find out
more about this small
miracle, call Archos on
0870 609 1263.
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CLEAR

BENEFITS
Why Optimax is clearly the
affordable choice for laser
eye treatment
If you’re considering saying good bye to glasses or contact lenses, you
need to know that you’re getting the treatment best possible. That’s
why you need Optimax.
Optimax is the UK’s largest laser eye specialist, with 18 clinics nationwide and
experience of around 200,000 treatments – more than double that of any other
provider. What’s more, it’s affordable. Prices start at just £595 per eye with a 0%
interest-free credit option. With Optimax consultations are performed by the
treating doctor and cost £60. At Optimax your safety is our priority, which is why
we use the latest state-of-the-art lasers and provide a free 24-hour aftercare
service for your peace of mind. Treatment takes just minutes and you can be
back at work within a day or two without glasses or contact lenses.
The benefits of naturally clear vision and the changes in lifestyle and selfimage are endless. Call now on 08705 143314 for your free information pack
about this remarkable procedure or register online at www.optimax.co.uk,
quoting reference MF/ED/1005.
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